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XMS Mini

The XMS Mini is a flexible low-cost solution for small or entry level VOD and standalone linear ad insertion deployments, in addition to MDU VOD and VOD in a Box (VODIAB). The XMS Mini provides a small form factor at only 2 RU’s and supports lower capital expenses. With sustained and even increased revenue generation in mind, the XMS Mini’s interface resiliency technology promotes uninterrupted service even with hardware failures.

XMS Mini Product Details:

- **Small Form Factor**
- **COTS Platform with Linux OS**
- **Flexible Storage Options**
- **Compatible with existing VOD & Advertising back-offices**
- **Supports both MPEG2 and H.264 Video for SD & HD streaming**
- **Available splicer interfaces including ARRIS VIPr2600**
- **Best Suited for:**
  - Entry Level Video on Demand
  - Standalone Linear DPI Ad Insertion
  - Hospitality and VOD in a Box
- **Up to 2 Gigabit Ethernet Streaming ports**
  - Each Gigabit Ethernet port provides up to 240 SD MPEG-2 streams @ 3.75 Mbps
  - Total of up to 480 SD MPEG-2 streams @ 3.75 Mbps XMS Mini
  - Configurable up to 240 SD channels (or HD equivalent) for Linear Ad Insertion
- **Eight Adaptive Storage Media (ASM)**
  - Provides 500 hrs - 1600 hrs MPEG-2 content @ 3.75 Mbps SD
  - Fully mirrored spot storage configurations for Linear DPI
- **Low power consumption** – approx 0.6 watts/stream
- **Ad Control Manager (ACM 2.0) Software**
  - Standard SCTE-30 ad splicer communications interfaces
  - Configure SD and HD Insertion channels individually (licenses required)
  - Dynamic port allocation for high availability
  - User configurable pre-rolls and cuetone options
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